Role of surface termination in the metal-insulator transition of V$_2$O$_3$(0001) ultrathin films
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Surface termination is known to play an important role in determining the physical properties of materials. It is crucial to know how surface termination affects the metal-insulator transition (MIT) of V$_2$O$_3$ films for both fundamental understanding and its applications. By changing growth parameters, we achieved a variety of surface terminations in V$_2$O$_3$ films that are characterized by low energy electron diffraction (LEED) and photoemission spectroscopy techniques. Depending upon the terminations, our results show MIT can be partially or fully suppressed near the surface region due to the different filling of the electrons at the surface and sub-surface layers and change of screening length compared to the bulk. Across MIT, a strong redistribution of spectral weight and its transfer from high-to-low binding energy regime is observed in a wide-energy-scale. Our results show total spectral weight in the low-energy regime is not conserved across MIT, indicating a breakdown of 'sum rules of spectral weight', a signature of a strongly correlated system. Such change in spectral weight is possibly linked to the change in hybridization, lattice volume (i.e., effective carrier density), and spin degree of freedom in the system that happens across MIT. We find that MIT in this system is strongly correlation-driven where the electron-electron interactions play a pivotal role. Moreover, our results provide a better insight in understanding the electronic structure of strongly correlated systems and highlight the importance of accounting surface interactions during interpretation of the physical property data mainly using surface sensitive probes, such as surface resistivity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Study of the metal-insulator transition in strongly correlated transition metal oxides such as Ti$_2$O$_3$, VO$_2$, V$_2$O$_3$, and NbO$_2$ are still an active field of research for the understanding and tuning of MIT for their potential applications in intelligent windows and field-effect transitors $^{[11,12]}$. These materials are known to undergo a temperature-dependent MIT in concurrence with a structural transition $^{[4,5]}$. In addition to the structural transition, the magnetic transition also occur simultaneously in V$_2$O$_3$ and is found to play an important role in MIT $^6$. Numerous studies show, a small change of the crystal structure, by Cr or Ti substitution $^{[7,10]}$ or applying pressure $^{[11]}$ can have a major effect on the MIT of bulk V$_2$O$_3$. Other factors such as surface reconstruction and lattice defects can also affect the MIT of these materials $^{[12,13]}$. The breakdown of Mott physics at the surface of VO$_2$ thin films is reported by Wahila $et$ $al.$ $^{[14]}$ due to the surface reconstructions/terminations. For V$_2$O$_3$ thin-films, various types of surface termination have been reported by several groups $^{[15,17]}$ which can make the understanding of the physics of MIT even more complicated.

At room temperature, V$_2$O$_3$ is a paramagnetic metal (PM) with a corundum structure while at low temperature, below about $\sim$150-160 K, it undergoes a transition to an antiferromagnetic insulating (AFI) phase accompanied by a structural change from the trigonal (corundum) to a monoclinic one with a 1.4% volume increase. Despite the extensive studies of MIT on V$_2$O$_3$ single crystal and polycrystalline powder, contradictory results persist in thin-films $^{[18,20]}$. Recently, Luo $et$ $al.$ $^{[18]}$ have reported a thickness-dependent metal-insulator transition of V$_2$O$_3$ thin-film grown on Al$_2$O$_3$(0001) substrate. They argue that the MIT with decreasing film thickness is due to the increase of the $c/a$ lattice parameter ratio because of the substrate-induced strain in the films. Their results show the thicker films (20 nm) remain in the metallic phase down to 4 K. In contrast, Dilemans $et$ $al.$ $^{[19]}$ have shown, all their films with thickness ranging from 4–73 nm grown on the same substrate (Al$_2$O$_3$) undergo temperature-dependent MIT. Further, x-ray diffraction (XRD) studies in these films (thickness range of 10-100 nm) do not show any systematic change of lattice parameters $^{[20]}$. Schuler $et$ $al.$ $^{[21]}$ have addressed an impact of the synthesis conditions on MIT and growth modes of the films. All these together suggest the absence of MIT observed in ref. $^{[18,20]}$ can not be explained only by considering $c/a$ ratio change.

It is known that V$_2$O$_3$(0001) films generally contains various types of surface termination which changes upon growth conditions $^{[15,17,22]}$. Films grown at ultra-high vacuum (UHV) in optimal growth condition favours the formation of vanadyl (V=O) terminated surface $^{[17,22]}$. Further, annealing the V=O terminated films at higher
II. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Surface structure of V₂O₃ films

Figure 1(a) shows the LEED image of 30 MLE V₂O₃ films on Ag(111), grown at a substrate temperature of 600 K in presence of P(0₂)= 2×10⁻⁷ mbar followed by UHV annealing at 773 K. The position of the first order diffraction spots from Ag(111) (before deposition of films) and V₂O₃ are marked. LEED pattern shows (√3×√3)R30° structure w.r.t Ag(111) substrate. It is expected as the lattice parameter of the V₂O₃(0001) surface (4.95 Å) is very close to the √3 times of Ag(111) lattice parameter (√3×2.89=5.0 Å) with only 1% lattice mismatch, favouring the growth of epitaxial V₂O₃(0001) films. This structure can be thought of as (1×1) structure w.r.t the V₂O₃(0001) basis vectors. Throughout the paper, we will call this structure as (1×1) structure for the simplicity of our discussions. The (1×1) structure have been also observed by previous studies of V₂O₃ films on Au(111) and W(110) substrate at similar growth conditions which was regarded as a V=O terminated V₂O₃(0001) surface [15][16]. The V=O terminated surface may be thought as an ideal half-metal terminated surface (figure 1(g)) of V₂O₃(0001) with one additional oxygen atom bonded on top of each outermost V atom (figure 1(h)). Annealing the V=O terminated surface in presence of oxygen shows additional spots (superstructures) that form (√3×√3)R30° structure w.r.t. (1×1)-V₂O₃ as shown in figure 1(b). These superstructure spots gain intensities upon further annealing the sample at higher oxygen pressure as can be seen in figure 1(c). The (√3×√3)R30° structure could originate by removing the 1/3 or 2/3 amount of V=O groups from the V=O terminated surface [17][27]. The surface atomic configuration is shown in figure 1(i), where the rhombus with solid and dotted lines represent the surface unit cell corresponding to the removal of 1/3 and 2/3 of V=O groups, respectively. Relatively lower intense and broad superstructure spots in figure 1(b) compare to figure 1(c) may indicate that the removal of V=O groups is less uniform and lower in numbers in figure 1(b) than in figure 1(c). Similar behavior has been reported by Schoswohl et al. [27] using combined scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and LEED study.

Figure 1(d) shows the LEED pattern of films that has been directly grown at higher temperature and oxygen partial pressure (673 K, P(O₂)= 6×10⁻⁶ mbar). The LEED pattern shows mainly (1×1) structure but additional broad spots with extremely faint intensities can be visible at higher brightness/contrast (inside oval) that form (√3×√3)R30° structure. Feiten et al. [22], have pointed out that both V=O and rec-O₃ terminated surface exhibit identical reflex patterns and indicated that the LEED-IV measurements might be helpful to distinguish them. Further, DFT calculation [22] also predicts that the rec-O₃ surface termination favors at higher temperature and oxygen partial pressure (see the structural model in figure 1(e)). Thus, the presence of extremely low intense (√3×√3)R30° structure could mean that only locally 1/3 or 2/3 amount of V=O groups are missing or left. In other words, this surface is either very close to the V=O terminated or rec-O₃ terminated surface.
FIG. 1. LEED pattern of V$_2$O$_3$ films grown on Ag(111) at various substrate temperatures and oxygen partial pressures, along with structural models. (a) Films grew at 600 K in presence of $P$(O$_2$) = 2×10$^{-7}$ mbar followed by UHV annealing at 773 K. The position of first-order diffraction spots from Ag(111) (circle) and V$_2$O$_3$ (square) are marked. Images with enhanced contrast and brightness are shown inside oval (red). (b) and (c) Post annealing of the film at 673 K, $P$(O$_2$) = 5×10$^{-7}$ mbar and 673 K, $P$(O$_2$) = 6×10$^{-6}$ mbar, respectively. (d) Films directly grown at 673 K, $P$(O$_2$) = 6×10$^{-6}$ mbar. Growth temperatures and post-annealing temperatures are denoted as GT and AT, respectively. (e) Side-view of the structural model (gray (V) and blue (O)) for the vanadyl (V=O), $(\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3})R30^\circ$, and rec-O$_3$ terminated V$_2$O$_3$(0001) surface as obtained from DFT [22]. V=O groups are enclosed by the dotted ovals. Three types of bulk termination can be realized by terminating the surface at V (half-metal), V’ (full-metal), and O$_3$ (bulk-O$_3$) layers. Dotted rectangle encloses trilayer structure on top of half-metal terminated V$_2$O$_3$ surface. Trilayer has VO$_2$ stoichiometry but structurally different than the rutile VO$_2$(100) (f). (g)-(i) Top-view of the half-metal, V=O and $(\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3})R30^\circ$ terminated surface, respectively. Vanadyl oxygens are enclosed by the yellow circles. Rhombus in (h) represents the surface unit-cell of V=O terminated surface. Rhombus with solid and dotted lines in (i) represents the surface unit cell corresponding to the removal of 1/3 and 2/3 of V=O groups, respectively.

To get more insight into the surface structure, we have performed experimental LEED-IV measurements and compared them with the reported theoretical results [22]. The top panel in figure 2 shows the experimental LEED-IV curves extracted from the first-order diffraction spots of V$_2$O$_3$ corresponding to the figure 1a) (black) and figure 1d) (red). The bottom panel in figure 2 shows the simulated LEED-IV curves for the V=O and rec-O$_3$ terminated surfaces [22]. Between the two experimental curves, there are some significant differences can be observed such as black spectra shows prominent two peak structure for the peak ‘a’, while peaks ‘b’ and ‘c’ shifted towards the higher energy compared to the red spectra. By comparing with the theoretical spectra, it appears that the position of peaks in black experimental spectra better match with the V=O terminated while the red spectra with the rec-O$_3$ terminated surface. Although it is not perfectly rec-O$_3$ terminated surface as in that case it would show perfectly (1 × 1) LEED pattern [22], but we will call it rec-O$_3$-like due to its similarities with the LEED-IV curves with the rec-O$_3$ terminated surface. We note that the position of peaks in the experimental I-V curves are in agreement with the theoretical curves whereas peak intensities differ. The experimental curves are not normalized by the incident electron beam-current that could produce the observed intensity differences. Unfortunately, we could not correct it as there were some technical issues with the beam-current reader during I-V data acquisition. The normalization can only change the intensity of the peaks, not the peak features or their position. Thus, it will not affect the main claims of our study.
Understanding the chemical composition of these films is essential as vanadium may exist at different oxidation states (V\(^{2+}\) to V\(^{5+}\)) depending upon the growth conditions. The most common way to directly access the chemical state of materials is to perform the XPS measurements. Figure 3 shows the O 1s, V 2p\(_{1/2}\) and V 2p\(_{3/2}\) core-levels of V=O, (\(\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}\))\(R\)\(30^\circ\), and rec-O\(_3\) terminated films. Despite the different surface structures observed in LEED, all the XPS spectra show very similar spectral features, indicating that they have a similar chemical composition in the bulk. We note that depending upon the used photon energy, XPS can be surface or bulk sensitive as its probing depth varies depending upon materials, the kinetic energy, and photoemission angle of the photoelectrons being measured [28]. Here, the kinetic energy of the V 2p photoelectrons measured using Al K\(_\alpha\) (hv=1486.6 eV) is ~ 965 eV that corresponds to \(\lambda \approx 2.06 \) nm and probing depth 3\(\lambda \sim 6.2 \) nm. Where \(\lambda\) is the attenuation length (mean free path) of photoelectrons. As the probing depth, \(\sim 6.2 \) nm is comparable to the film thickness \(\sim 6.5-7 \) nm, thus the surface effect is expected to be suppressed here.

XPS spectra were fitted (not shown) to extract the exact peak position and their full width at half maximum (FWHM). The details of fitting can be found elsewhere in our previous study [29]. The obtained peak position of O 1s, V 2p\(_{1/2}\) and V 2p\(_{3/2}\) core-levels are 530.2 eV, 522.85 eV and 515.6 eV, respectively. In the case of vanadium oxide, the most common way to identify the exact phase is to measure the energy separation (\(\Delta\)) between O 1s and V 2p\(_{3/2}\) peaks is 1.3 eV and 4.05 eV, respectively. All these values lie in the stoichiometric region of V\(_2\)O\(_3\) [29, 31]. The overall spectral line-shape is also in good agreement with the V\(_2\)O\(_3\) films [29, 31, 32]. These results are in contrast with the DFT predictions [22], as the bulk phase of rec-O\(_3\) terminated films is expected to be already in the region of V=O terminated V\(_2\)O\(_3\) depending upon the growth conditions. This inconsistency may come from the overestimation of the Coulomb correlation effects in DFT calculation and the choice of exchange-correlation functional. In our experimental growth conditions, it may be possible that the formation of a higher oxidation state in bulk is just prevented by kinetic limitations.

Further, it is important to know how surface termination affects the electronic structure and the MIT. Figure 3(a) and (b) show the ARPES intensity plots within the V 3d region of V=O terminated V\(_2\)O\(_3\) films, above and below MIT temperatures, respectively. The energy distribution curves (EDCs) obtained from figure 3(a) and (b) are shown in figure 3(c). In pure V\(_2\)O\(_3\), V\(^{3+}\) has two 3d electrons, occupying the triply degenerate \(t_{2g}\) (\(a_{1g}\), \(e_g^\pi\)) orbitals, split into a lower \(e_g^\pi\) doublet and an upper \(a_{1g}\) singlet in the trigonal crystal field (CF) of PM phase. In the low-temperature monoclinic phase, the additional low-symmetry CF component lifts \(e_g^\pi\) degeneracy. Moreover, EDCs of V 3d region is dominated by \(e_g^\pi\) and \(a_{1g}\) or-

![FIG. 2. Comparison of experimental LEED-IV curves with theory [22] for V=O (GT: 600 K, \(P(O_2) = 2 \times 10^{-7}\) mbar followed by UHV annealing at 773 K) and rec-O\(_3\) (GT: 673 K, \(P(O_2) = 6 \times 10^{-6}\) mbar) terminated surface. Experiment (top panel) and theory (bottom panel). The peak marked by ‘a’ shows a prominent two-peak structure for V=O terminated surface, consistent with theory. Relative to the rec-O\(_3\) termination, the ‘b’ and ‘c’ features shifted towards higher energy for the V=O terminated surface. Arrows at 124 eV indicate the appearance of a peak for the V=O terminated surface which is absent for rec-O\(_3\).

![FIG. 3. XPS core-levels of O 1s, V 2p\(_{1/2}\) and V 2p\(_{3/2}\) for V=O (GT: 600 K, \(2 \times 10^{-7}\) mbar), (\(\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}\))\(R\)\(30^\circ\) (AT: 673 K, \(6 \times 10^{-6}\) mbar) and rec-O\(_3\) (GT: 673 K, \(6 \times 10^{-6}\) mbar) terminated surfaces. All the spectra are Shirley background subtracted.](Image)
In the paramagnetic phase (figure 4(a)), the bands at \( \sim -1.1 \) eV and \( \sim -0.4 \) eV are arises from the lower Hubbard band (LHB) and quasiparticle peak (QP), respectively, according to the previous studies [33, 34]. The QP is broad and less intense due to the lower photon energy (21.2 eV) used in our experiment, where we are extremely sensitive to the surface. Previous studies also show less intense QP at the surface than bulk due to the enhanced correlation at the surface region relative to the bulk [33]. This is also in line with the DFT+ dynamical mean-field theory (DMFT) results, where it has been shown that a dead layer forms below the surface of \( \text{V}_2\text{O}_3 \), where quasiparticles are exponentially suppressed [35].

In figure 4(c), a significant change in spectral weight near Fermi level (E\(_F\)) and its shifts towards the higher binding energy is observed when the sample is cooled below the MIT temperature. The observed behavior is mainly caused by the change in orbital occupancy in a\(_{1g}\) and e\(\pi^*\) orbital of V 3d across MIT, as observed in x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements [36]. By lowering the temperature from 300 K (PM) to 108 K (AFI), it seems like the spectral weight is transferred from QP to the LHB side and the QP and LHB are shifted by \( \sim 200 \) meV and \( \sim 80 \) meV, respectively, towards higher binding energy. Total width (FWHM) of the V 3d region (and LHB) also changes from 1.85 eV (1.4 eV) to 1.54 eV (1.24 eV) by going from PM to AFI phase. These values are obtained from fitting the spectra (see supplementary material, figure S1). According to the Hubbard model, decrease of LHB width (W) and its shift towards the higher binding energy, implies that the on-site Coulomb interactions (U), as well as correlation (U/W) of the system, gets enhanced in the AFI phase compared to the PM phase. This suggests, MIT in \( \text{V}_2\text{O}_3 \) is strongly correlation driven, where the electron-electron correlation plays an important role. Although the Hubbard model ignores the degeneracy of bands, which is crucial for understanding the magnetic structures [37], it seems well captures the interplay between the electron-electron interactions and kinetic energy. The change of U and W across the phase transition are most likely due to a change of lattice parameter (change the hopping parameters) and effective screening length. Additionally, in the AFI phase, the scattering rate is also found to decrease which might sharpen the bandwidth as well [38]. From PM to AFI transition, an increase of U and decrease of W values are also reported by Rozenberg et al. [39] using optical measurements, similar to our observation.

However, it is not clear whether the QP band is totally absent in the AFM phase or it just shifts towards the higher energy with a redistribution of spectral weight. Across MIT, similar spectral features like our results were also reported for the V=O terminated \( \text{V}_2\text{O}_3 \) films [14] and bulk single crystals [40]. This apparent shift of the PM phase spectrum across the MIT has been also found in a recent full-orbital DMFT calculation [41], although the actual shape and peak position of the theoretical spectrum has different from the experimental spectra. Other DFT+DMFT calculations [42, 43] incorporating full charge self-consistency were unable to capture the complex ‘two-peak structure of the LHB in the insulating (AFI) phase. We note that all these calculations were performed without accounting the exact spin-structure of the AFI phase of \( \text{V}_2\text{O}_3 \) and some of them only ac-
count the PM crystal structure, which may produce the observed discrepancy between theory and experiment. Trastoy et al. have also shown the importance of magnetic structure in MIT of $V_2\text{O}_3$ using resistivity and magnetoresponse measurements, combined with theoretical calculations [6].

Besides, in figure 4(c), we observe a small Fermi-edge-like feature (enclosed by a dotted circle) at $E_F$ in the 108 K spectra which hinders the opening of a full energy gap at $E_F$. This feature is not resolved in the 300 K spectra as it masks by the QP peak. By comparing with the theoretical layer-resolved density of state calculation [23], it appears that this edge-like feature is most probably originating from the V=O groups at the surface of the film. The theoretical data clearly shows the presence of a small density of states (DOS) at $E_F$, which arises from a VO-like surface layer. This feature gains its intensity when measurements were performed using He II $\alpha$ than He I $\alpha$ (see supplementary information, figure S2) that strongly suggest its surface-related origin, as He II $\alpha$ is more surface sensitive than He I $\alpha$. Furthermore, as VO does not show temperature-dependent MIT thus, the DOS originating from VO should remain at the same energy position both below and above MIT temperatures, which agrees with our results. This peak (V=O related) forms a Fermi-edge-like feature as it is cut by the Fermi Dirac function distribution at $E_F$. We also vary the substrate temperature, a different substrate such as W(110), and oxygen partial pressure in a wide range but this feature was always present with a slight variation of intensity, depending upon the growth condition. According to Schoiswohl et al. [27], $V_2\text{O}_3$ films grown at optimal condition followed by UHV annealing produce large-area films with fully covered V=O groups at the surface. In agreement, upon post-annealing the film in UHV, we also observe the intensity of the Fermi-edge-like feature and other V=O-related peaks are enhanced (see supplementary information figure S3). Possibilities of Ag segregation from substrate or formation of microcracks in the film can be ruled out, as no intensity enhancement of Ag-related peaks is observed (figure S3). Our previous study shows strong enhancement of Ag-related peak intensity when Ag segregates on V islands [42]. However, our study can not completely rule out the possibility of the presence of some precursor metallic phase even at 108 K, as the coexistence of microscopic metallic and insulating islands was found in a wide temperature range for Cr-doped $V_2\text{O}_3$ sample [10]. Moreover, It is very unlikely that the V=O surface layer with its different geometry and electronic structure can support the MIT. Thus, the observation of spectral change across MIT in figure 4(c) and opening of a partial energy gap below MIT temperature, clearly suggest that the MIT in the bulk of the $V_2\text{O}_3$ film is communicated through the V=O surface layer.

Post annealing the V=O terminated films with increasing oxygen partial pressure and temperature are shown in figure 4(d)-(f). It can be seen that MIT is progressively weakened and completely suppressed by going from figure 4(d) to figure 4(f). The complete suppression of MIT is also observed for the rec-O$_3$ like surface as shown in figure 4(h). In figure 4(e), change of spectral weight across MIT is still observed but without a gap at $E_F$, whereas in figure 4(f), the spectral change is minimal and MIT is completely suppressed. In figure 4(g), all the EDCs from the figure 4(c) to (f) films taken at 300 K are plotted together. It is evident that with increasing oxygen partial pressure and temperatures, the total area of the V 3d region (0–3 eV) decreases about ∼16% (from figure 4(c) to (f)) which suggests a decrease of 3d electrons from 2 for $V_2\text{O}_3$ to the lower numbers, near the surface layer. The decrease in electron counts suggests that the surface is getting more oxygen-rich. A similar change of spectral features and decrease of V 3d area are reported for bulk $V_2$–$\nu$O$_3$ sample [45]. These suggest that the bulk MIT of $V_2\text{O}_3$ films are more effectively screen for the ($\sqrt{3}\times\sqrt{3}$)R30$^\circ$ and rec-O$_3$ like oxygen-rich surfaces than (1×1) V=O terminated surface. Suppression of MIT near the surface region can be understood by considering the structural change which occurs during the formation of rec-O$_3$ and ($\sqrt{3}\times\sqrt{3}$)R30$^\circ$ surfaces, where the removal of each V=O group exposes three oxygen atoms of the underlying O$_3$ plane (see the structural model in figure 1(g) and (i)). To maintain thermodynamical equilibrium, the surface region, including subsurface layers relaxes and undergoes rearrangements (figure 1(e)) [27], which strongly deviates from corundum bulk structure, whereas for V=O surface, only the top layer gets affected while subsurface layers preserve their bulk structure. Suppression of MIT is also observed in resistivity measurements for the oxygen-rich sample [46]. Surface termination act as a charge doping (here, hole doping) to the surface layers, thus drastically alter the MIT characteristics by pushing the d-filling further or closer to the Mott criterion [47].

We note that for rec-O$_3$ and ($\sqrt{3}\times\sqrt{3}$)R30$^\circ$ (underlying surface below the removed V=O groups) structures, the surface has a stacking sequence -V$\text{O}_3$-V=O$\text{V}_3$O$_3$ which may be thought of as an O$_3$V$_3$O$_3$ trilayer structure with a formal VO$_2$ stoichiometry on top of the single V terminated bulk structure (see figure 1(e)). As VO$_2$ is known to show MIT below 320 K [48], both the 300 K and 108 K EDCs corresponding to these structures would show insulating behavior or at least the 108 K EDCs, as the underlying structure is still V=O which only shows MIT at low temperature. While our data show metallic behavior in both temperatures (figure 3(f) and (h)). This behavior suggests that the chemical composition alone cannot determine the MIT properties but a combination of chemical composition and crystal structure does. The structural difference between the trilayer stacking with VO$_2$ composition and the bulk VO$_2$ are shown in figure 1(e) and (f), respectively.

We also note that in figure 4(c), the integrated area within the energy ranges, 0 to -3.0 eV is enhanced by 16.5% in the AFI (108 K) phase compared to PM (300 K),
indicating breakdown of ‘sum rules of spectral weight’ in that energy regime which in turn suggests the presence of strong correlation in the system. Theoretically, the breakdown of ‘sum rules of spectral weight’ in the low-energy scale has been found in strongly correlated systems when a change of hybridization and/or electron density are introduced in the system. A question may arise, what is the source of this extra spectral weight? To get further insight, we have plotted EDCs in a wide energy window as shown in figure 5(a). Not only in the lower energy regime, but a strong redistribution of spectral weight is also observed within the whole energy range, 0 to -9.5 eV. Spectra taken at He I$_\alpha$ photons (inset of figure 5(a)) also shows similar behavior. The main difference between He I$_\alpha$ and He II$_\alpha$ spectra is that spectral weight within the energy ranges, -5 to -8 eV decreases in the AFI phase for He I$_\alpha$ whereas increases for He II$_\alpha$. The different behavior could be associated with the $k_z$ dependence of spectral weight transfer. The estimated increase of spectral weight in the AFI phase within the whole measured energy ranges are $\sim 3.5\%$ and $\sim 6\%$ for He I$_\alpha$ and He II$_\alpha$, respectively. Previous photoemission studies performed on the Cr-doped V$_2$O$_3$ sample, between the paramagnetic insulator (PI) and the crossover regime also found spectral weight redistribution within the whole valence band region. In contrast, their results show that the V 3$d$ and O 2$p$ spectral weight conserved separately within these two regions (PI and crossover). Similar to our results, optics experiment also shows total spectral weight across MIT is not conserved within energy range, 0 to 6 eV above the Fermi energy. Interestingly, it can be seen that for the oxygen-rich $(\sqrt{3}\times\sqrt{3})R30^\circ$ surface, the spectral weight change is almost negligible as shown in figure 5(b). These results confirming that the spectral weight enhancement and its redistribution are strongly related to the MIT transition.

The change in lattice structure and volume that occurs across MIT may have important consequences in the observed spectral weight renormalization (redistribution), as it alters the hybridization strength between different orbital as well as carrier density (carriers/volume) that strongly affect the orbital occupancy. In general, electronic states (bands) are usually considered invariant regardless of the electron density in a band picture. However, in interacting systems, the spectral-weight distribution changes depending on the electron density, and electronic states can even emerge or disappear. Furthermore, Kohno et al., have explicitly shown that the electronic excitations much away from the Fermi level can also become dominant and exhibit significant characteristics due to the change in electron density. Keeping in mind that, as we are not externally doping carriers in the system then the total carriers should be conserved but carrier density may change across MIT due to the change in lattice volume. Thus, one feasible interpretation for an apparent increase of spectral weight within 0 to -9.5 eV regime would be that the transfer of spectral weight occurs from much deeper to the lower binding energy side, due to the redistribution of orbital occupancy in the larger energy regime. It can be clearly seen from the He I$_\alpha$ data (inset of figure 5) that the spectral weight decreased in the higher binding energy side whereas increased going towards the Fermi energy. Further, theoretical study considering the antiferromagnetic ordering in V$_2$O$_3$ also find evidence of spectral weight transfer from higher to lower binding energy side compared to the PM phase. All these together suggest that the strong change in spectral weight across MIT is due to the complex interplay between the charge, orbital and spin degree of freedom in this system.

We also note that MIT of V$_2$O$_3$(0001) films have been studied by several groups by resistivity measurement. Unlike bulk V$_2$O$_3$ single crystals, in most of the thin-films, resistivity vs. temperature curve do not show sharp transition and in some cases, the system remains in the metallic phase. Substrate-induced strain effect in the films has been considered as an origin of the absence of the temperature-driven MIT. In contrast, Dillemans et al. have shown that V$_2$O$_3$(0001) films grown on the same substrate (Al$_2$O$_3$) undergo temperature-dependent MIT, questions the validity of strain-induced loss of MIT in...
this system. Our results highlight, in addition to the epitaxial strain, there should be surface termination effects, and combining these two can better explain the observed resistivity change in a wide temperature scale or suppression/absence of MIT in most of the thin-film systems.

C. Conclusion

In summary, we have grown ultrathin films of V$_2$O$_3$(0001) with various surface terminations and characterized them using LEED and photoemission spectroscopy techniques. We have shown that depending on the types of termination, MIT at the surface region can be partially or fully suppressed. This suggests high sensitivity of the Mott metal-insulator transition to the local environment, consistent with recent theoretical predictions [22]. We have also shown, upon MIT, the spectral weight is not only shifted from QP to the LHB, but a huge redistribution of spectral weight is observed within the whole valence band. Total spectral weight was found to be not conserved within the energy ranges, 0 to -9.5 eV which indicates that the spectral weight is redistributed in much larger energy, suggesting the system is heavily correlated. Such enhancement of spectral weight in the low-energy regime is mainly due to the spectral weight transfer from higher to lower binding energy regime due to the change in complex interplay between the charge, orbital and spin degree of freedom in this system that occurs during MIT. We have also shown that in addition to the other effects, taking into account surface termination can better explain the anomaly observed in the resistivity data of V$_2$O$_3$. We expect that similar behavior would be at play for other complex oxides and the interpretation of physical properties data (mainly using surface sensitive probe) requires more attention. Furthermore, the observed complex structure of LHB in our experiment (in the AFI phase) is not reproduced by the currently available theories, including DFT+DMFT. Thus, we believe that our results might help in the further development of the theoretical understanding of MIT in strongly correlated systems.

III. EXPERIMENTAL

The Ag(111) substrate was cleaned by repeated cycles of Ar$^+$ ion sputtering (600 eV, 1 mA) for 15 min followed by annealing at 823 K for 20 min until a sharp p(1 × 1) LEED pattern was observed. The substrate preparation, growth, and LEED measurements were performed in the preparation chamber with a base pressure of 1×10$^{-10}$ mbar. Vanadium was evaporated from a well-degassed water-cooled e-beam evaporator at a constant rate of 0.3 Å/min in oxygen partial pressure range of P(O$_2$) = 1 × 10$^{-7}$−6 × 10$^{-6}$ mbar for the deposition of the V$_2$O$_3$ film, while during deposition, the substrate temperature was varied between 473–673 K. The rate of V-deposition was calibrated with a water-cooled quartz crystal thickness monitor. One monolayer equivalent (MLE) of vanadium oxide film is defined as the atomic density corresponding to 1 ML vanadium on Ag(001), i.e, 1.75×10$^{19}$ atoms/m$^2$, under oxygen atmosphere. We have grown 30 MLE films that appear 6.5–7 nm as estimated from the attenuation of Ag 3d core-level intensity. To achieve a high-quality surface, the film was annealed at 673–773 K for 10 min in UHV. The sample temperature was measured by a K-type thermocouple, in contact with the Ag crystal. The crystalline quality of the film and the symmetry directions were determined by a four-grid LEED apparatus while a highly-sensitive Peltier-cooled 12-bit CCD camera was used to collect the LEED images. Photoemission spectroscopic measurements, XPS, and ARPES were performed in an analysis chamber having a base pressure better than 8×10$^{-11}$ mbar. ARPES experiments were performed using a combination of VG SCIENTA-R4000WAL electron energy analyzer with a 2D-CCD detector and a high flux GAMMADATA VUV He lamp attached to a VUV monochromator, which has been described in detail elsewhere [52]. The ARPES measurements were performed using monochromatized ultraviolet He I$_\alpha$ (21.2 eV) and He II$_\alpha$ (40.8 eV) resonance lines, while the XPS measurements were performed with Al K$_\alpha$ monochromatic X-ray source (1486.6 eV) from VG SCIENTA. At room temperature (RT), the total experimental energy resolution was about 100 meV for the UPS (using He I$_\alpha$ and He II$_\alpha$ photons) while for the monochromatic XPS the energy resolution was set to about 600 meV.
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